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Companies in Sector

• AECOM
• Battelle
• Bechtel
• Black and Veatch
• CH2M (Jacobs Engineering Group)
• Eisenmann
• PAE
• Parsons
• Teledyne Brown Engineering
Health of Sector

- Mature sector. Good at execution if called up
- Beyond PCAPP (Operations) and BGCAPP (systemization), the sector capability remain latent
- Prepared for international stockpile contingencies and Non-stockpile in CWE
- Risk of loss of talent/expertise is real and happening
- Leverageable expertise for new future missions and deployable technology platforms
Major Sector Concerns

• **Vision for Industry:**
  – Beyond Pueblo (PCAPP) and Blue Grass (BGCAPP), the Sector is unclear on the scope of services needed.
  – Future global contingency operations is a key driver for this sector.

• **Investment:**
  – RDAP and OTA mechanisms to investment on R&D and ATD type projects
  – Need a strategic dialogue with JPEO to remain viable.
Sector Expectations for CBDAIF
Meeting Outcomes for Next Year

• JPM Guardian expands scope of CWE to Infrastructure, Disable and Dispose.
• Focus on emerging topics
  – Contingency options for CW demilitarization
  – Chemical security
  – Critical Installations
  – Technologies addressing existing and emerging NTA
• Opportunities to contribute to for future contingency planning
• Support Acquisition initiatives in chemical security, NTA and Homeland Security
• Support, identify mission-critical technologies associated for contingent deployment
Other Sector Issues

• Future global contingency operations will be lead by the US, which faces the risk in the Sector of losing the workforce.

• Completion of Pueblo and Blue Grass will lead to dissipation of the Sector and the workforce.

• JPM Guardian minimal interactions with the Sector as it integrates scope of CWE.

• Other breakout opportunities are needed to keep this sector viable.